Subject: Is buyvirtuozzo.com legit for readykernel licenses?
Posted by wsap on Sun, 09 Jun 2019 01:25:43 GMT

We've been waiting for at least a year or two now for commercial release of standalone readykernel licenses and are excited to see it appears to be available now at buyvirtuozzo.com. Since the readykernel website doesn't link to that domain at all, and since it's not the virtuozzo.com domain, and it doesn't use an EVSSL (it's just Let's Encrypt), we just wanted to check to be sure this is a legit Virtuozzo run store. Is it? Can we now buy ReadyKernel licenses for OpenVZ 7?

Subject: Re: Is buyvirtuozzo.com legit for readykernel licenses?
Posted by dsilakov on Mon, 10 Jun 2019 16:06:38 GMT

Short answer: not yet.

Work on a shop for RK for OpenVZ 7 (as well as for CentOS and other distros) is in progress. buyvirtuozzo.com is setup as a stage server for testing purposes. Once the shop is really ready, it will be announced officially.

Subject: Re: Is buyvirtuozzo.com legit for readykernel licenses?
Posted by wsap on Mon, 10 Jun 2019 16:36:48 GMT

Hey dsilakov, thanks for the update! Looking forward to it.

Subject: Re: Is buyvirtuozzo.com legit for readykernel licenses?
Posted by TomB on Sun, 16 Jun 2019 13:31:23 GMT

dsilakov wrote on Mon, 10 June 2019 18:06:Short answer: not yet.

Work on a shop for RK for OpenVZ 7 (as well as for CentOS and other distros) is in progress. buyvirtuozzo.com is setup as a stage server for testing purposes. Once the shop is really ready, it will be announced officially.

Good to know! Then I can finally use OVZ7 again with kernel-updates.

Subject: Re: Is buyvirtuozzo.com legit for readykernel licenses?
Posted by TomB on Wed, 07 Aug 2019 05:43:52 GMT

View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
Any update about this? When is readykernel available?

I would like to use OpenVZ. I don't want this now because of the 'best-effort' kernel patches.

Subject: Re: Is buyvirtuozzo.com legit for readykernel licenses?
Posted by dsilakov on Mon, 12 Aug 2019 14:00:11 GMT

Unfortunately putting online store to production is taking much longer than expected. I don't have the details and can't give you any dates.

There is a workaround though, at least for customers who have Virtuozzo licenses - they can contact sales and ask them for RK Standalone keys (in particular, for OpenVZ). Payments for RK keys will be added to their monthly invoices.

Probably it makes sense for you to contact vz sales - maybe they will agree to create RK activation keys for you. But you should be ready to process monthly invoices then - this is the thing we would like to avoid by means of online store...